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Speckled Cup



This piece features a refined white stoneware body adorned 
with a unique transparent and speckled glaze on the upper 
section, adding a touch of visual texture that's both stylish 
and functional. The base remains unglazed, showcasing the 
material's natural beauty and providing a contrast in texture.

Dimensions

h: 8cm

ø: 7,5cm

q: 200ml



Price

18€



Landscape Cup



This cup presents a modern interpretation of a landscape 
painting, with its clean white stoneware accented by bands 
of grey-blue and olive green. The interior is finished with a 
transparent glaze for a smooth feel, contrasting with the 
tactile, unglazed exterior.

Dimensions

h: 7cm

ø: 7,5cm

q: 200ml



Price

18€



Dual-Tone Cup

Grey/blue



Dual-Tone Cup is a functional piece for everyday use. The 
upper section is a clean white stoneware with a transparent 
and speckled glaze, adding a subtle texture. Below, a solid 
grey/blue band gives it a contemporary edge.

Dimensions

h: 7cm

ø: 7,5cm

q: 200ml



Price

18€



Dual-Tone Cup 

Olive green



Dual-Tone Cup is a functional piece for everyday use. The 
upper section is a clean white stoneware with a transparent 
and speckled glaze, adding a subtle texture. Below, a solid 
olive green band gives it a contemporary edge.

Dimensions

h: 7cm

ø: 7,5cm

q: 200ml



Price

18€



Dual-Tone Bowl

Grey/blue



The interior of the Dual-Tone Bowl is finished with a white 
stoneware and a transparent, speckled glaze. The exterior is 
made of a matte grey/blue stoneware finish that provides a 
modern contrast and a non-slip grip. This bowl is unglazed 
on the outside for a natural, tactile feel.

Dimensions

ø: 16cm

h: 7,5cm



Price

20€



Dual-Tone Bowl

Olive green



The interior of the Dual-Tone Bowl is finished with a white 
stoneware and a transparent, speckled glaze. The exterior is 
made of a matte olive green stoneware finish that provides a 
modern contrast and a non-slip grip. This bowl is unglazed 
on the outside for a natural, tactile feel.

Dimensions

ø: 16cm

h: 7,5cm



Price

20€



Breakfast Set

Grey/blue



This set pairs the Dual-Tone Cup and the Dual-Tone Bowl, 
both accented with a grey/blue base. The cup and bowl 
feature a transparent speckled glaze, offering a sleek and 
clean look, while the grey/blue unglazed provides a 
contemporary matte finish. Perfect for a quick coffee and 
cereal or a full brunch spread.

Price

35€



Breakfast Set

Olive green 



This set pairs the Dual-Tone Cup and the Dual-Tone Bowl, 
both accented with a olive green base. The cup and bowl 
feature a transparent speckled glaze, offering a sleek and 
clean look, while the olive green unglazed provides a 
contemporary matte finish. Perfect for a quick coffee and 
cereal or a full brunch spread.

Price

35€



Dimensions

ø: 10,5cm

h: 8,7cm



Price

25€

Mug

Grey/Blue



The Mug features a speckled white glaze on the top and a 
matte grey/blue finish on the bottom, offering a modern look 
and a non-slip grip. Its unglazed base adds a natural feel to 
the classic, comfortable design.



Mug

Olive green



The Mug features a speckled white glaze on the top 
and a matte olive green finish on the bottom, offering a 
modern look and a non-slip grip. Its unglazed base 
adds a natural feel to the classic, comfortable design.

Dimensions

ø: 10,5cm

h: 8,7cm



Price

25€



Gift Card



Gift your beloved ones with a special present.



Gift cards are delivered by email and contain a code that can 
be used while buying. The gift cards have no additional 
processing fees and they do not expire.

Price

20€

35€

50€



Notes

 Shipping costs are not included

 The pieces need around 2 weeks for production

 Every piece is handmade and is slightly different from the other ones

 The pieces are dishwasher safe but better to hand-wash so it can last 
longer

 The pieces are micro-wave safe but it's important to avoid sudden 
changes of temperature.


Order now

ojala.ceramique@gmail.com
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